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a b s t r a c t 

A comprehensive experimental and kinetic study on the low temperature oxidation and pyrolysis of 

formic acid was conducted. Species profiles measurements were performed in a jet-stirred reactor (JSR) 

at the temperature range of 60 0–110 0 K under atmospheric pressure, with a fixed residence time of 2.0 s 

and for the equivalence ratios ranging from 0.5 to ∞ (pyrolysis). High-level quantum calculation was 

used to obtain the accurate rate coefficients of missing reactions in Glarborg model. A detailed kinetic 

mechanism, derived from Glarborg model, has been developed based on high-level quantum calculation 

and validated with the species profiles obtained in this work and laminar flame speeds presented in our 

group. Reaction pathway and sensitivity analysis were investigated to get the deep insight of the oxi- 

dation of formic acid via the modified model. The results showed that unimolecular fuel decomposition 

reactions dominated the pyrolysis process while H abstraction reactions with the further consumption of 

the radicals are more important in the oxidation of formic acid. In addition, H abstraction reactions via 

HO2 become important at relatively low temperature. 

© 2020 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

It is currently accepted that carboxylic acids would enhance the

cidity of the atmosphere as well as sulphuric and nitric acids and

hen leads to acid rain [1 , 2] . The production of carboxylic acids in

tmosphere is from the biomass pyrolysis or the combustion in the

ngine. The secondary production from alkenes or the direct ex-

aust emissions form engine is involved in the formation of car-

oxylic acids. In another way, carboxylic acids are important com-

onents of bio-oil [3] whose reforming has gained more and more

ttention with the potential to be clean-burning fuel. In carboxylic

cids, formic acid (HOCHO) is the simplest one and is one of the

ost important acids of emitted hydrocarbons. 

In addition, hydrogen is widely regarded as an alternative fuel.

owever, it is not a liquid and demands significant investments in

anks for storage. With this problem, there is big interest in hydro-

en containing molecules, called “hydrogen carrier”. Formic acid

as been regarded as a hydrogen carrier [4] . It undergoes a sim-

le reaction process, HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 , to produce hydrogen.

t is of high potential as an e-fuel in internal combustion engine.

herefore, in order to investigate the reductions of this pollutant
∗ Corresponding author. 
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nd the potential in combustion, it is of great importance to inves-

igate the pathways involved in its consumption. 

Theoretical kinetic study of HOCHO has been investigated

hrough high-level quantum calculation. Chang et al. [5] conducted

he calculation of unimolecular decomposition reactions of HOCHO

sing G3M(CC1) method combined with microcanonical RRKM

heory. The calculated rate coefficients agree well with the avail-

ble experimental data at high temperature. Anglada [6] investi-

ated the potential energy surface (PES) of abstraction and addi-

ion reactions between HOCHO and hydroxyl radical. Besides, the

ES of HOCO with HO 2 and O 2 were obtained by Yu et al. [7 , 8] . 

Chemical kinetic study on HOCHO has also been examined in

ow reactor by Blake et al. [9] . Golden et al. measured the rate co-

fficients of HOCO decomposition reactions producing CO + OH in a

hock tube [10] . Gaydon and Wolfhard performed a spectroscopic

tudy of low-pressure HOCHO/O 2 premixed flame experiments to

nvestigate the oxidation kinetic of HOCHO [11] . The major inter-

ediates are CO and OH while C 2 , HCO and CH radicals were not

etected. Marshall and Glarborg [12] presented a detailed chem-

cal kinetic model of HOCHO based on high-level quantum cal-

ulation and validated the laminar flame speeds measured by de

ilde and van Tiggelen [13] via Bunsen burner in 1968. In our

revious work [14] , laminar flame speeds of formic acid were mea-

ured at equivalence ratios of 0.4–1.6, initial temperatures of 423–

53 K and atmospheric pressures in a constant volume combustion
. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2020.10.005
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of JSR. 
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bomb. Chemical kinetic models (Glarborg model and AramcoMech

3.0 [15] ) were validated against the measured experimental

data. 

Therefore, despite the interest in formic acid as pollutant

from combustion and hydrogen carrier material, researches on

its gas-phase chemistry is still scarce. The objective of this work

is to provide a wider experimental database of formic acid. Low

temperature oxidation and pyrolysis in JSR were conducted at the

temperature range of 60 0–110 0 K under atmospheric pressure,

with a fixed residence time of 2.0 s and for the equivalence ratios

ranging from 0.5 to ∞ (pyrolysis). The other one is to modify

Glarborg model based on ab initio calculations for key elementary

reactions under current conditions, together with the high-level

calculated thermodynamic data. The model containing low-to-high

temperature oxidation reactions was validated with mole fractions

in JSR and laminar flame speeds. Finally, detailed kinetic analy-

sis was performed to provide deeper insight into the potential

reductions and reformation to obtain hydrogen of formic acid. 

2. Experimental method 

This experimental setup has been validated with the experi-

mental data in literatures and details are shown in our previous

work [16 , 17] . The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be

divided into four parts, reacting system, fuel supply system, heat-

ing system and detection system. The reactor is a laboratory-scale

spherical fused silica JSR with the volume of 87 cm 

3 . Jet stirred

reactor is a typical zero-dimensional reactor. The main principle

of JSR is to power high-speed jet of gaseous and makes them ho-

mogeneous mixed. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used to

simulate the homogeneity in the reactor and the result is shown in

Fig. S1. Firstly, the tracer gas (CO 2 ) was injected into JSR and then

it was diluted by N 2 . Figure S1 in Supplemental data 1 presents

the concentration of CO 2 in JSR changing with time. It can be seen

that at any time the distribution of CO 2 is uniform. Besides, the

concentration of CO 2 decreases with the increase of N 2 . 

Formic acid (Aladdin Co. Ltd., of 99% purity) was evaporated in

a chamber at 393 K, which is 20 K higher than the boiling point.

The flow rates of oxygen and helium of 99.995% purity were con-

trolled by MKS mass-flow controllers separately. Residence time

was maintained as 2 s via changing the flow rate of mixtures with

temperature, while the mole fraction of formic acid is 2% with oxy-

gen at the equivalence ratios of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and diluted in helium.
he uncertainty of flow rate measurements is about 0.5% leading

o maximum uncertainty of around 2% in residence time. For heat-

ng system, the reactant and product mixtures were preheated to

93 K to avoid condensation, while a furnace (SK-G05123K, ZH)

an provide a 440 mm heating zone with a stable target temper-

ture for JSR. Therefore, the reactant mixtures were heated to tar-

et temperature before into the reactor to eliminate temperature

radient. Moreover, a K-type thermocouple was set inside the cen-

er of JSR to obtain the actual reaction temperature. As to detec-

ion system, the outlets were analyzed online by GC–MS (Agilent

890B-5977A) and GC (Agilent 7890B) using flame ionization de-

ector (FID) and thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Those were

sed to quantify HOCHO, CO 2 , CO, H 2 and O 2 . The limit of detec-

ion for species was 1 ppm using FID, while it was 10 ppm for

pecies analyzed using TCD. The relative uncertainty in the mole

raction of species was estimated as ± 10%. Besides, carbon bal-

nce was checked for every sample and found to be good within

 5%. Pretty good experimental repeatability and reproducibility

an be obtained through multiple measurements at least three

imes. Multiple measured mole fractions of O 2 are shown in Fig.

2 in Supplemental data 1. Good experimental repeatability and

eproducibility can be found. Besides, the mole fractions of O 2 in

ach time are listed in Supplemental data 3 with the discrepancies

etween the measured data under same conditions. The discrepan-

ies of the data under same conditions are less than 2%. 

. Theoretical method 

Some important elementary reactions of HOCHO at low temper-

ture have not been previously characterized theoretically. In this

ork, high-level quantum calculations for them were conducted to

et accurate rate coefficients. The potential energy surfaces (PESs)

re obtained using compound methods. Firstly, structures are op-

imized and frequencies are calculated using M06–2X [18] func-

ional with 6–311 ++ G(d,p) basis set scaled by a factor of 0.946

19] . Then, single point energy calculation is performed via cou-

le cluster theory with explicit correlations, CCSD(T)-F12 [20] with

c-pVTZ-F12 and cc-pVQZ-F12 basis sets. For all first-order saddle

oints, the imaginary mode is visually inspected, and intrinsic re-

ction coordinate (IRC) calculations confirmed that the correct sad-

le points are obtained. As to barrierless reaction pathways, sin-

le reference method does not work, while multireference theory

s adopted. CASPT2/cc-pVTZ [21] is used to optimize the struc-
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Fig. 2. Potential energy surface of HOCO with O 2 at CCSD(T)-F12/CBS//M06-2X/6–

311 ++ G(d,p) level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Potential energy surface for HOCO with HO 2 . 
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ure, while CASPT2/CBS(T + Q) is adopted for high-level energy

alculation. The choice of active space is based on case-by-case, de-

cribed below. The complete basis set limit was extrapolated from

he triple and quadruple zeta basis set calculations assuming an

nverse power law [22] : 

 CBS = E QZ + ( E QZ − E T Z ) 
4 

4 

5 

4 − 4 

4 
(1) 

The pressure- and temperature-dependent rate coefficients are

alculated using the RRKM/ME code in Mess [23 , 24] . Rigid-rotor-

armonic-oscillator model (RRHO) is adopted to calculate the par-

ition function of transition states, reactants and products. Low-

requency torsional modes are treated as 1-D or 2-D internal rotors

ith the rotational potentials estimated by a relax scan at M06–

X/6–311 ++ G(d,p) level. 

Both the HO2 and O2 added to HOCO radicals are barrierless

eactions. Harmonic transition state theory failed to obtain accu-

ate rate coefficients. Instead, variable reaction coordinate transi-

ion state theory (VRC-TST) [25] is used to calculate the E, J re-

olved microcanonical rate coefficients. All DFT calculations were

one in Gaussian [23 , 26 , 27] and others were performed in MOL-

RO [28] . 

. Chemical kinetic model 

The chemical kinetic model of formic acid was developed based

n the mechanism presented by Marshall and Glarborg [12] . The

larborg model consists of 34 species and 84 reactions. In this

ork, missed reaction classes were added according to high-level

uantum calculation and some were modified according to the JSR

ata in this work, including HOCO radicals with O 2 and HO 2 , OH

ddition reaction and further decomposition reactions, H abstrac-

ion reactions with H and HO 2 , fuel unimolecular decomposition

eactions. The single-point energies, zero-point corrections, and T1

iagnostics [29] are listed in Table S1 to Table S3 in the Supple-

ental data 1. 

HOCO with O 2 : This reaction class plays an important role in

he oxidation of HOCHO at low to intermediate temperature. The

alculated potential energy surface was presented in Fig. 2 . The

ain disproportionation reaction, which is the blue line shown,

roceeds TS1 and leads to HO 2 and CO 2 . Besides, O 2 can add to

adical center leading to HOC(O)OO, through a barrierless way. The

ctive space is 11 electrons in 8 orbitals, (11e, 8o), consisting of

he π and π ∗ in O 2 , π and π ∗ in C = O and the carbon-centered

adical orbital. The bimolecular product channel with low barrier

eights is bond-fission reaction forming the same products as TS1.

n addition, it would be possible for thermally actived reactants to
orm HO 2 and CO 2 directly, skipping the well HOC(O)OO. Glarborg

odel only contains this bimolecular product channel but omitted

 2 addition reaction and H abstraction reaction. Thus, these two

eactions have been calculated and added into the modified model.

HOCO with HO 2 : This reaction class is always promoting one at

ow to intermediate temperatures. The PES of HOCO with HO 2 ob-

ained at CCSD(T)-F12/CBS//M06–2X/6–311 ++ G(d,p) are presented

n Fig. 3 . There are two H abstraction reactions as the black line

hown. H transfer between HOCO with HO 2 on the singlet poten-

ial energy surface as dashed line shown through TS4 leads to HO-

HO and 

1 O 2 . This reaction has little effect on the overall rate co-

fficients with relatively higher barrier height. HOCO can also ab-

tract H from HO 2 on the triplet PES via TS5, leading to HOCHO

nd 

3 O 2 . The T1 diagnostic of 3 O 2 is just slightly higher than 0.03.

ingle reference method can be used to obtain reasonable rate co-

fficients of H abstraction reactions of triplet oxygen and alkene as

resented in Zhou et al. [30] In addition, HO 2 can add to radical

enter, the minimum active space is four electrons in four orbitals,

4e, 4o), which accounts for the three orbitals needed to describe

he delocalized π-system in allylic compounds, plus one orbital for

he oxygen-centered radical on HO 2 . This barrierless reaction pro-

uces HOC(O)OOH. The energized HOC(O)OOH adduct is either sta-

lilized via collision or decomposes to HOC(O)O and OH through a

arrierless way. The active space is set to 6 electrons in 4 orbitals,

onsisting of the π and π ∗ in O 2 . HOC(O)OOH can also be con-

umed by water elimination to form H 2 O and CO 3 and H 2 O 2 and

O 2 . In addition, similar to HOCO + O 2 , thermally actived reac-

ants directly form HOC(O)O + OH, H 2 O + CO 3 and H 2 O 2 + CO 2 .

owever, in Glarborg model, it only contains H abstraction reaction

OCO + HO 2 < = > HOCHO + O 2 . The dominant barrierless chan-

el with the further bimolecular product channels at intermedi-

te temperature is missed. Therefore, rate coefficients of the others

ave been calculated and added into the modified model. 

The calculated total rate coefficient of HOCO + HO 2 is compared

ith allyl + HO 2 obtained by Goldsmith et al. [31] as shown in

ig. 4 . They are in close agreement with maximum discrepancies

f a factor of 2. 

HOCHO with OH: OH addition reactions are missed in Glarborg

odel which plays a significant role in low temperature oxida-

ion. Thus, we have conducted ab initio calculations for OH added

o C = O bond. Figure 5 shows the potential energy diagram for

OCHO with OH. Reactant proceeds via reversible addition across

he C = O group, with barrier height of 5.38 kcal/mol, yielding

CO(OH) 2 . HCO(OH) 2 further isomerizes to C(OH) 3 and both rad-

cals decompose to CO(OH) 2 + H. All of the above reactions are

dded into the modified model. 
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Fig. 4. Total rate coefficient of HO 2 + HOCO obtained in this work compared with 

previous theoretical data. 

Fig. 5. Potential energy diagram for HOCHO with OH. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Rate coefficient of HO 2 + HOCHO < = > HOCO + H 2 O 2 obtained in this work 

compared with previous theoretical data. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Potential energy surface for unimolecular decomposition of HOCHO. 
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H abstraction reactions : Rate coefficients of H abstract from

carbon: H + HOCHO < = > HOCO + H 2 is increased by a factor of

2 to match the mole fraction of H 2 in JSR, which is within the

uncertainty of the calculation. H abstraction reactions by HO 2 

should be important in low to intermediate temperature range.

However, this reaction class shows no contribution in 900 K

for fuel consumption using Glarborg model. Rate coefficients of

HO 2 + HOCHO < = > HOCO + H 2 O 2 obtained in this work is com-

pared with HO 2 + CH 3 OH < = > CH 2 OH + H 2 O 2 calculated by Klip-

penstein et al. [32] and HO 2 + HOCHO < = > HOCO + H 2 O 2 pub-

lished in Marshall and Glarborg. The result is shown in Fig. 6 .

The discrepancy is about 6 orders of magnitude at 600 K with

Glarborg model as the red dot line shown. Therefore, reaction

HO 2 + HOCHO < = > HOCO + H 2 O 2 has been reconsidered via ab ini-

tio calculation and was multiplied by a factor of 2 to predict well

formic acid consumption in JSR data. The overall agreement be-

tween the current work and results by Klippenstein et al. [32] is

quite good at both high and low temperatures with maximum dis-

crepancies of a factor of 2 −3. 

The uncertainty of rate coefficients calculated by Marshall and

Glarborg is not provided which arises partially from uncertainties

in the predicted barrier height (around 1.0 kcal/mol). [32] Thus, the

barrier heights alter by ± 1.0 kcal/mol as shown in Figs. S3 and S4.

With the decrease of barrier height by 1.0 kcal/mol, the rate coef-

ficient increased by a factor from 1.5 to 3.5 at the temperature of

1600 K to 400 K. In addition, in similar system, the abstraction re-

action of CH 3 OH by HO 2 [32] , the best estimate of the uncertainty

factor is between 1.5 and 2.5 over the key 60 0–20 0 0 K range. Thus,

in this work, we increase the rate coefficient by a factor of 2 to

match the mole fraction of H in JSR. 
2 
Unimolecular decomposition reactions: Figure 7 presents the

ES of unimolecular decomposition of HOCHO. It is obviously

hat two important reactions which should be highlighted are

OCHO < = > CO + H 2 O, HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 with relatively lower

arrier height. The C 

–H bond fission reaction channels have about

0 kcal/mol higher barrier heights. Thus, CO + H 2 O and CO 2 + H 2 are

argely produced through pyrolysis of HOCHO. The absence of rad-

cal producing dissociation channels has also been confirmed by

larborg and Klatt et al. [12 , 33] . Nevertheless, as the experimental

nd simulated mole fractions of CO 2 and H 2 shown in Fig. 8 , the

urrent branching ratio of HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 is too small at low

emperature but too big at high temperature. The low temperature

ate coefficient is obtained from Blake et al. [9] measured in flow

eactor at the temperature range of 380 to 10 0 0 K with the high

emperature rate almost unchanged from the Glarborg model. 

The unimolecular decomposition reactions of HOCHO have

een well investigated both experimentally and theoretically. The

ate coefficient of HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 in this work is compared

ith the theoretical result from Chang et al. which matches well

ith the calculated result and experimental data in literatures at

he temperature range of 10 0 0–20 0 0 K. As shown in Fig. 9 (a). In
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Fig. 8. Mole fractions in the pyrolysis of HOCHO at the pressure of in 1 atm and with the residence time of 2 s. 

Fig. 9. Rate coefficient of HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 obtained in this work compared with previous data. 
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ddition, rate coefficient of HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 in this work

grees well with Chang et al. [5] at relatively high temperature. In

ddition, we also compared the rate coefficient in this work with

he experimental data measured in flow reactor by Blake et al.

9] at the temperature of 380–10 0 0 K. Good agreement can also be

bserved. 

The key reactions calculated or modified above with rate coef-

cients are listed in Table 1 . 

Thermochemistry: Thermochemical data of the species in a ki-

etic model are essential to estimate the reverse rate of the reac-

ions and species properties such as enthalpy, entropy, heat capac-

ty. In this work, the thermochemistry of newly added species has

een calculated via high-level quantum calculation. Frequencies at

06-2X/6–311 ++ G(d,p) level scaled by a factor of 0.946 are used

o obtain enthalpy, entropy and heat capacity. The combination of

4, G3 and CBS-APNO are adopted for the enthalpy of formation
 a
s shown in Table 2 . Mechanism in Chemkin format is shown in

upplemental data 2. 

. Model validation 

.1. Speciation validations 

The pyrolysis of formic acid has also been experimentally stud-

ed in JSR at the temperature range of 60 0–140 0 K, which can

rovide information only for the thermal dissociation of HOCHO.

lthough these reactions seem well established in high temper-

ture, they give unreasonable prediction of the produced species

n low to intermediate temperature range, especially for CO 2 and

 2 , which means HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 should be revised. After the

odification, the profiles of H 2 , CO 2 and CO can be well predicted

s shown in Fig. 10 . 
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Table 1 

Reaction subset for formic acid oxidation. Parameters in Arrhenius expression k = AT n exp(- E / R T). Unites are mol, cm, s, K. 

Num. Reaction A n E a Source 

1 HOCHO < = > CO + H 2 O 7.5E + 14 0.0 68,710 Mod. 

2 HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 1.42E-07 5.33 43,479 Mod. 

3 HOCHO + OH < = > HOCO + H 2 O 2.70E-01 3.93 12,500 Cal. 

4 HOCHO + HO 2 < = > OCHO + H 2 O 2 3.7E + 01 2.98 25,348 Cal. 

5 HOCHO + H < = > HOCO + H 2 4.3E + 02 3.272 4858 Mod. 

6 HOCO + O 2 < = > HOC(O)OO 8.71E + 00 2.17 −2871.0 Cal. 

PLOG/1.000E-02 4.49E-09 0.00-17910.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E-01 3.68E-06 0.00-10760.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 00 2.51E-11 0.00-24300.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 01 4.70E-12 5.21 4355.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 02 8.71E + 00 2.17-2871.0/ 

7 HOC(O)OO < = > CO 2 + HO 2 3.22E + 12 −0.33 5655.0 Cal. 

PLOG/1.000E-02 8.16E + 07 0.00 2680.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E-01 3.42E + 08 0.11 3091.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 00 6.35E + 10-0.31 4084.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 01 1.04E + 12-0.40 4916.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 02 3.22E + 12-0.33 5655.0/ 

8 HOCO + O 2 < = > CO 2 + HO 2 1.79E + 16 −1.23 909.6 Cal. 

9 HOCO + HO 2 < = > HOCOO + OH 7.28E + 12 0.02 118.6 Cal. 

10 HOCO + HO 2 < = > H 2 O + CO 3 9.23E + 08 0.68 −549.0 Cal. 

11 HOCO + HO 2 < = > H 2 O 2 + CO 2 3.31E + 11 0.16 −196.5 Cal. 

12 HOCO + HO 2 < = > HOC(O)OOH 1.11E + 32 −6.34 5754.0 Cal. 

PLOG/1.000E-02 2.63E + 96-27.42 55100.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E-01 3.81E + 15-3.25 15410.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 00 3.31E + 18 -3.72 6721.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 01 1.59E + 28-5.94 4270.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 02 1.11E + 32-6.34 5754.0/ 

13 HOC(O)OOH < = > HOCOO + OH 1.29E + 32 −5.22 59410.0 Cal. 

PLOG/1.000E-02 1.23E + 46-10.57 60710.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E-01 2.29E + 48-10.80 62760.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 00 1.84E + 46-9.84 63380.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 01 1.69E + 40-7.79 62080.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 02 1.29E + 32-5.22 59410.0/ 

14 HOCHO + OH < = > HCO(OH) 2 1.78E + 17 −2.50 1980.0 Cal. 

PLOG/1.000E-02 3.46E + 00 0.00 0.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E-01 1.19E + 05 0.00 4474.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 00 1.99E + 04 0.56 1352.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 01 8.04E + 10-1.11 564.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 02 1.78E + 17-2.50 1980.0/ 

15 HOCHO + OH < = > H + HCO(OH) 2 7.46E + 07 1.36 1421.0 Cal. 

16 HCO(OH) 2 < = > H + CO(OH) 2 3.77E + 15 −1.22 7245.0 Cal. 

PLOG/1.000E-02 2.73E + 06 0.00 0.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E-01 7.38E + 08 0.00 3300.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 00 7.27E + 11-0.65 4610.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 01 3.11E + 14-1.17 6039.0/ 

PLOG/1.000E + 02 3.77E + 15-1.22 7245.0/ 

Table 2 

Thermodynamic properties of newly added species in the mechanism. Units are 

kcal ·mol −1 for enthalpy, and cal ·mol −1 K −1 for S and Cp . 

Species �H f,298 S 298 Cp 300 Cp 400 Cp 600 Cp 800 Cp 10 0 0 Cp 1500 

HOCO −42.7 58.7 10.4 11.7 13.8 15.1 16.1 17.6 

HOC(O)OO −79.2 77.3 17.5 20.1 23.9 26.1 27.4 28.8 

HCO(OH) 2 −85.0 78.0 17.1 20.7 24.7 27.0 28.7 31.3 

C(OH) 3 −99.8 84.4 18.4 22.2 25.6 27.2 28.4 30.4 

HOC(O)OOH −121.6 82.2 19.6 22.3 26.4 28.9 30.5 32.8 

HOCOO −86.8 68.0 14.2 16.1 19.1 20.9 22.0 23.4 

CO 3 −40.0 62.1 11.1 12.9 15.3 16.7 17.6 18.7 

CO(OH) 2 −145.2 71.2 15.7 18.0 21.7 24.1 25.9 28.2 
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In this work, the concentration profiles of stable species dur-

ing the oxidation of formic acid in a jet-stirred reactor have been

measured at the equivalence ratios of 0.5–2.0, over a temperature

range of 60 0–110 0 K and atmospheric pressure. All the experimen-

tal data are listed in Supplemental data 3. Comparison between ex-

perimental data and simulated results using Modified model and

Glarborg model is presented in Figs. 11 –13 . The oxidation of HO-

CHO seems to be difficult. It starts to be consumed at around

750 K and be totally consumed at 1050 K. The major species dur-

ing the oxidation process are CO, CO , H and H O. Unfortunately,
2 2 2 
nder current conditions, our GC cannot detect H 2 O. CO and H 2 

each the peak at around 950 K. Overall, there is better agreement

etween the modified model and the experimental data under the

ide conditions than Glarborg model especially for H 2 and CO. 

.2. Flux analyses 

To better understand the pyrolysis of HOCHO, flux analyses

as performed as shown in Fig. 14 using both Modified model

nd Glarborg model. It is obvious that HOCHO is only consumed

hrough two unimolecular decomposition reactions, yielding CO

nd H 2 O, CO 2 and H 2 , respectively at the whole temperature range.

lux obtained using Modified model is consistent with the ex-

erimental data. At 900 K, more than 60% of HOCHO are con-

umed via unimolecular decomposition reactions forming CO 2 and

 2 . At 10 0 0 K, majority of the HOCHO are consumed to produce

O and H 2 O while the mole fractions of CO 2 and H 2 decrease

ith temperature quickly. In contrast, flux analyses results calcu-

ated using Glarborg model are unreasonable that at 900 K, the

hain branching ratio of HOCHO < = > CO + H 2 O is much higher

han HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 which is different from the experimen-

al data. 
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Fig. 10. Experimental and simulated mole fraction profiles of major species using Modified and Glarborg model in the pyrolysis of HOCHO in 1 atm and with the residence 

time of 2 s. 

Fig. 11. Experimental and simulated mole fraction profiles of major species using Modified and Glarborg model in the oxidation of HOCHO at φ = 0.5, in 1 atm and with 

the residence time of 2 s. 
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In order to provide the deep insight combustion kinetic of the

ormic acid oxidation which controls reactivity, the flux analyses

as performed at 800 K, 900 K and 10 0 0 K and φ = 1.0 in Fig. 15 .

At 800 K, the major pathway of fuel consumption is unimolec-

lar decomposition reactions. The branching ratio of the bimolec-

lar products CO + H is 48.1%. Formic acid is also consumed
2 2 
ia H abstractions which is favored from C 

–H bond yielding H 2 ,

 2 O, and H 2 O 2 + HOCO, by H, OH and HO 2 radicals. accounting

or 34.2%. OCHO radical is also produced via H abstraction reaction

rom O 

–H bond with much lower branching ration (4.7%). Under

urrent condition, the reaction HOCO + O 2 < = > CO 2 + HO 2 is the

ost dominant one for the consumption of HOCO with the branch-
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Fig. 12. Experimental and simulated mole fraction profiles of major species using Modified and Glarborg model in the oxidation of HOCHO at φ = 1.0, in 1 atm and with 

the residence time of 2 s. 

Fig. 13. Experimental and simulated mole fraction profiles of major species using Modified and Glarborg model in the oxidation of HOCHO at φ = 2.0 in 1 atm and with 

the residence time of 2 s. 
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ing ratio of 90.1%. It has to be mentioned that OH addition reaction

contributes around 6.0% producing H + CO(OH) 2 in the modified

model. 

With the temperature increasing, abstraction reactions become

more dominant, accounting from 34.2% to 78.9%, especially by

OH radicals. In contrast, unimolecular decomposition reactions
ome to be less effective. At 10 0 0 K, they even have no im-

act on the oxidation of formic acid. The C 

–O bond in HOCO

s easily cleaved at higher temperature, which leads to the for-

ation of CO and OH radicals and the dominance of this reac-

ion increases with the branching ratio rising from 9.9 to 90.5%.

esides, OH addition reaction comes to be more important ac-
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Fig. 14. Flux analysis for the pyrolysis of HOCHO at 900 K, 1000 K and 1100 K and 

φ = 1.0 using Modified model and Glarborg model. 

Fig. 15. Flux analysis for the oxidation of HOCHO at 800 K, 900 K and 1000 K and 

φ = 1.0 by Modified model. 
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Fig. 16. Sensitivity analysis on low temperature oxidation of HOCHO. 
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ounting for 14.2% at 900 K but drops at 1000 K which means

his reaction class can not be neglected at low temperature

ange. 

.3. Sensitivity analyses 

Sensitivity analysis for formic acid at φ = 1.0, 900 K was con-

ucted and shown in Fig. 16 . It indicates that H abstraction reac-

ion by HO 2 (HOCHO + HO 2 < = > HOCO + H 2 O 2 ) is the most pro-

oting reactivity reaction in this system as it effectively convert

he less reactive HO 2 to H 2 O 2 which further decomposes to two

H radicals through the following sequence: H 2 O 2 < = > OH + OH.

hus, decomposition of H 2 O 2 also promotes the oxidation of HO-

HO significantly. HOCO and OCHO are majorly produced via H ab-

traction reaction. The decomposition of these radicals plays strong

ositive roles in the oxidation process to produce OH and H rad-

cals. Because of this, there is an interesting phenomenon that

bstraction reactions like HOCHO + OH < = > HOCO + H 2 O, HO-

HO + H < = > HOCO + H 2 , HOCHO + OH < = > OCHO + H 2 O pro-

ote but not inhibit reactivity, different from other fuels as the

iteratures shown [16] . In addition, the oxidation of formic acid

s also sensitive to initial unimolecular decomposition reactions,

OCHO < = > CO + H 2 O, HOCHO < = > CO 2 + H 2 . 

Reaction H 2 O 2 + H < = > H 2 O + OH has the largest coefficient

nhibiting the reactivity as it competes with this reaction

 2 O 2 < = > OH + OH. HO 2 related reactions have extensive effect

n the reactivity because it is a significant radical with early

nd vast production. Reactions which consume active radicals
nd produce relatively stable species inhibit the overall reactiv-

ty, such as HO 2 + H < = > H 2 + O 2 , HO 2 + OH < = > H 2 O + O 2 , and

O 2 + HO 2 < = > H 2 O 2 + O 2 . In general, sensitivity analysis provides

n overview of the formic acid reactions which control the reactiv-

ty. Low temperature oxidation of formic acid is mainly sensitive

o fuel-related reactions as well as the following sequence of pro-

uced radicals, HOCO and HO 2 . 

.4. Laminar flame speeds validations 

In our previous work, the laminar flame speeds of formic acid

ere also measured at equivalence ratios of 0.4–1.6, initial tem-

eratures of 423–453 K and atmospheric pressures. The simulated

esults using modified model still match well with experimental

ata [14] presented in Fig. 17 . Besides, the flame speed reported

y Sarathy et al. [34] was used to validate the model as shown in

ig. 18 . The modified model is able to provide reasonable predic-

ion on measured laminar flame speeds. Figure S5 in Supplemental

ata 1 also compares the present model against measurements by

e Wilde and van Tiggelen [13] obtained in High oxygen content

ixed with N 2 . However, modified model shows big discrepancy

ith the experimental data under high N 2 dilutions. Similar levels

f agreement were observed by Glarborg model as dashed lines

hown and Sarathy et al. [34] . 

. Conclusions 

In this work, experimental and kinetic study on low tempera-

ure oxidation and pyrolysis of formic acid in a jet-stirred reactor

as performed. A detailed chemical kinetic model of formic

cid was also developed based on the Glarborg model using

he combination method of ab initio calculations and estimates

ccording to the mole profiles of stable species. Good prediction

n experimental data of speciation results in low temperature

xidation and pyrolysis in JSR as well as laminar flame speeds can

e achieved using the Modified model. Meanwhile, pathway and

ensitivity analysis were conducted to provide an overview on the

ow to intermediate temperature oxidation process. 

At 800 K, the major pathway is unimolecular decomposition

eactions while H abstraction reactions become much more im-

ortant with temperature increasing. The largely produced HOCO

adicals tend to be consumed through O 2 addition reaction and

hermal dissociation at low and high temperature, respectively. OH
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Fig. 17. Experimental and simulated laminar flame speeds of HOCHO using Modified model. 

Fig. 18. Comparison of the present model with data for HOCHO/O 2 /N 2 from Sarathy 

et al. [34] . 
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addition reaction is important at the current temperature range.

For pyrolysis, the thermal dissociation of HOCHO is unusual that

its two product channels yield only stable species rather than

radicals. As to sensitivity analysis, the oxidation of formic acid is

very sensitive to H abstraction reactions. The largest promoting

one is found for the reaction of HOCHO with HO 2 to form HOCO

and H 2 O 2 with the latter further decomposing to two OH radicals

quickly. While the largest inhibited one is H 2 O 2 related reaction

which competes with the decomposition of H 2 O 2 and serve to

slow down the overall reactivity. 
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